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Ruddy Vikings is a 2-8 game where each player controls a Viking
clan, represented by your hand of cards. Viking cards attack other
players, Buffers aid your Vikings past your opponents' Defences,
Chance cards turn the tides of fortune to your favour and even
the might of the Gods may be invoked to bolster your rampage.
To win, you must be the last person with cards in your hand!

Preliminaries
Firstly, the two overpowered cards, "Steal ALL Vikings from ALL
players in a massive potato sack" and "Steal the 'Potato Sack'
card when played against you. Now all Vikings come to you
instead", should be removed from the game. The following rules
are written in order of a round of play.

Setup
1. The "Turn" cards are separated from the rest of the deck.
2. If you are playing with 2-3 players, then the "Keep Your
Enemies Close" card is removed from the deck
of "Turn" cards. Similarly, once there are only 2-3 players
remaining in the game, due to elimination, this card is
removed from the game when it appears and a new
"Turn" card drawn.
3. Each deck is then shuffled.
4. Each player starts with five cards dealt randomly from the
main deck. There is no hand limit.

Round 1
During the first round, no one may attack. Each player may pick
up one card at the start of their turn, play any "Chance",
"God" (such as "Fortify") or "Gift" cards (max of one each,
except due to card effects) and build any active defences.
All cards, except "Vikings" (unless otherwise specified on the
card), "Buffers" and "God" may be played facedown as an active
defence card. Therefore, any active defence card in front of
another player may actually a "Defence", "Chance" or "Gift" card.
This way, players without "Defence" cards may bluff other players
into thinking otherwise.
Any player may have a maximum of 5 active defences (facedown
cards). Once a card is played facedown it cannot be returned to
the player's hand. The card must be activated (flipped face up and
effects resolved) before the slot becomes available again for
another card.
The "Fortify" God card does not count as an active defence card
and is played face up next to the active defences. When a
"Defence" card is used, the "Fortify" card may be discarded in its
place and the "Defence" card turned facedown once more. As it
is not an active defence card, the "Fortify" card is not affected by
the "Mighty Winds" or "Dragon" "Turn" cards.

Round 2 Onwards
At the start of each subsequent round, one of the "Turn" cards is
flipped over and its effects resolved before the first player picks
up a card. During their turn (and those of each subsequent
player), they may build additional active defences, play "Chance",
"God" and "Gift" cards (max one of each), from their hand or their
active defences, and attack another player, in any order.

Attacking
When a player attacks another player with a "Viking" card, any
effects written on the "Viking" card need to be resolved, if
applicable during combat.
If the effect allows the player to bypass (by "going over" or
"smashing through") a defence, then the attacking player
designates which of the opponent's active defences they are
bypassing. That active defence card may not be used during this
combat.
If the effect allows the player to attack when it's not their turn,
they must wait until the player, who they are planning to attack,
has drawn their card/s.
"Buffer" cards must be played with the "Viking" card/s when an
attack is declared. Multiple "Buffer" cards may be played on the
same "Viking", but each must have a different effect.
Only multiple "Leg of Meat" cards may be played on the same
"Viking" (i.e. each additional "Leg of Meat" card allows the player
to discard one additional card from their opponent's hand, if their
attack is successful).
If the attack is successful, ALL buffer cards that were played with
the successful "Viking" are discarded. If the attack was
unsuccessful, then ALL buffers played with the unsuccessful
"Viking" are returned to the attacking player's hand.

Defending
The defending player may turn face up any facedown "Defence"
cards to protect themselves against an attack. "Defence" cards in
hand cannot be played to defend against an attack. They are
considered inactive defence cards.

If the attacking player has a "Viking" card effect that bypasses any
defence, then that card cannot be used to protect the defending
player and remains facedown.
If the defending player is able to use a "Defence" card to protect
themselves, then the attacking "Viking" card is either discarded
("Land" or "Air Defence") or added to the defending player's
hand ("Magic Defence"). In either case, the "Defence" is also
discarded.
The defending player may choose to use one of two "Chance"
cards instead of an active defence to protect themselves. The
"Fog of War" card will turn the attacking player's "Viking" against
them, while the "OI!" card will cancel the attack altogether.
If the defending player is unable to protect themselves, then the
attacking player may randomly discard one or more cards
(depending on "Viking", "Buffer" and "Turn" card effects) from
their opponent's hand.

Miscellaneous
The "Fog of War" and "OI!" "Chance" cards are the only cards that
may be played out of turn. All other "Chance" cards must be
played by the player during their turn.
When the "Gift" card allowing a player to choose the next "Turn"
card is played, that player may then look through the "Turn" card
deck (not including the discards) and select a card of their choice.
The remaining cards in the deck are shuffled and the select card
placed on top.
The "WAR!!!" "Turn" card now allows all successful attacks to deal
one additional damage (e.g. For a normal "Viking" with no
damage "Buffer" cards, a successful attack will deal 2 damage).

(Optional, choose one): A player [MAY/MAY NOT] play the "Swap
all cards in your hand for another player’s hand" "Chance" card as
the last card from their hand, automatically knocking the player
they choose out of the game.

Winning and Losing
If a player loses all of the cards in their hand, regardless of any
active defences in front of them, they are eliminated from the
game.
Once all but one player have no cards remaining in their hands,
the game is over. The last player with cards in their hand is the
winner.

Contact
If you have any comments or suggestions regarding these rules,
please feel free to contact me at tripleqmark(at)gmail.com.

